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Abstract In a prior substudy of the CAN-NCIC-MA.22

clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT00066443),

we observed that neoadjuvant chemotherapy reduced

tumor RNA integrity in breast cancer patients, a phe-

nomenon we term ‘‘RNA disruption.’’ The purpose of the

current study was to assess in the full patient cohort the

relationship between mid-treatment tumor RNA disruption

and both pCR post-treatment and, subsequently, disease-

free survival (DFS) up to 108 months post-treatment. To

meet these objectives, we developed the RNA disruption

assay (RDA) to quantify RNA disruption and stratify it into

3 response zones of clinical importance. Zone 1 is a level

of RNA disruption inadequate for pathologic complete

response (pCR); Zone 2 is an intermediate level, while

Zone 3 has high RNA disruption. The same RNA disrup-

tion cut points developed for pCR response were then

utilized for DFS. Tumor RDA identified [fourfold more

chemotherapy non-responders than did clinical response by

calipers. pCR responders were clustered in RDA Zone 3,

irrespective of tumor subtype. DFS was about 2-fold

greater for patients with tumors in Zone 3 compared to

Zone 1 patients. Kaplan–Meier survival curves corrobo-

rated these findings that high tumor RNA disruption was

associated with increased DFS. DFS values for patients in

zone 3 that did not achieve a pCR were similar to that of

pCR recipients across tumor subtypes, including patients

with hormone receptor positive tumors that seldom achieve

a pCR. RDA appears superior to pCR as a chemotherapy
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response biomarker, supporting the prospect of its use in

response-guided chemotherapy.
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Abbreviations

RNA Ribonucleic acid

RDA RNA disruption assay

RDI RNA disruption index

pCR Pathologic complete response

DFS Disease-free survival

LABC Locally advanced breast cancer advanced

FDG Fluoro-deoxyglucose

TNBC Triple-negative breast cancer

PET Positron emission tomography

RIN RNA integrity number

ER Estrogen receptor

PR Progesterone receptor

HER2 Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2

HR? Hormone receptor positive

WSR Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test

MWW Mann–Whitney Wilcoxon

MC Mantel Cox Test

K-M Kaplan–Meier

WT Wald Test

rRNA Ribosomal RNA

Introduction

For locally advanced breast cancer (LABC), neoadjuvant

chemotherapy is administered prior to surgery to improve

local control of disease [1, 2]. While only 30–42 % of

LABC patients survive 5 years following chemotherapy,

5-year survival rates are increased up to 90 % for patients

that achieve a pathologic complete response (pCR), defined

as the absence of invasive cancer in the breast and axilla

post-treatment [3, 4]. ‘‘Response-guided therapy,’’ whereby

treatment is modified early in chemotherapy for patients

with clinically non-responding tumors is also possible with

neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Support for this approach was

recently reported in the GeparTrio trial, where disease-free

survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS) were significantly

longer after response-guided therapy, [8 cycles of anthra-

cycline-taxane-based chemotherapy (TAC) or 6 cycles of

TAC followed by capecitabine and vinorelbine] compared

to conventional chemotherapy (6 cycles of TAC) [5]. DFS

improvement was observed for all hormone receptor pos-

itive (HR?) and Her2? tumors, but not triple-negative

tumors (TNBC) [5]. Interestingly, while pCR has been

associated with increased patient survival post-

chemotherapy [6–8], pCR rates in this study could not

predict the enhanced survival benefit from response-guided

chemotherapy. pCR, however, did predict improved DFS

for patients with TNBC or Her2? tumors [5]. As pCR

determinations can only be made post-treatment and as few

patients with hormone receptor positive tumors achieve a

pCR [3, 9–12], this endpoint is not an ideal chemoresponse

biomarker. High pre-treatment tumor Ki-67 levels have

been associated with poor prognosis after chemotherapy for

lymph node negative patients, but no cut points could be

established to define clearly prognostic groups [13–15]. Ki-

67 levels after neoadjuvant chemotherapy could predict

prognosis for HR? tumors, but they could not predict

outcome after response-guided chemotherapy [16]. Simi-

larly, while tumor size, volume, and apparent diffusion

coefficient values by magnetic resonance imaging, have

shown promise to assess treatment response [17], these

studies had variable study designs, variable cut points, and

were significantly underpowered [18]. Reduced tumor 18F-

deoxyglucose (FDG) uptake after chemotherapy adminis-

tration is also associated with the achievement of a pCR in

breast cancer patients [19–21], but the sensitivity and

specificity of this approach has been low [22]. FDG posi-

tron emission tomography (PET) has recently been shown

to be effective in identifying non-responders to docetaxel

plus trastuzumab in patients with Her2? breast cancer who

benefitted from bevacizumab treatment [23]. Nevertheless,

the costs and infrastructure for PET scanning also limit this

approach.

In the MA.22 LABC clinical trial, RNA was isolated

from tumor core biopsies of the first 50 enrolled patients

prior to, during, and after concurrent epirubicin/docetaxel

chemotherapy, and RNA integrity for each sample assessed

as an RNA integrity number (RIN). We observed that a low

mid-treatment RIN was associated with a pCR post-treat-

ment (pCR defined as described above) [24]. In concurrent

independent biopsies, there was no association between

tumor cellularity and tumor RIN values mid-treatment, nor

was mid-treatment tumor cellularity correlated with a post-

treatment pCR [24]. Moreover, while the RIN algorithm

specifically assesses autolytic RNA degradation [25], we

observed that chemotherapy treatment in highly responding

tumors creates unique bands in the RNA electropherogram,

which often resulted in the assignment of ‘‘n/a’’ values for

RIN by the Agilent Bioanalyzer. To better quantify this
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phenomenon of ‘‘RNA disruption,’’ we developed the RNA

disruption assay (RDA), where the magnitude of RNA

disruption is expressed as an RNA disruption index (RDI).

The objective of this study was to assess tumor RNA dis-

ruption during treatment as a biomarker of chemotherapy

response, the reporting of which would strongly meet

current reporting recommendations for tumor marker

prognostic and predictive studies (REMARK guidelines)

[26]. These include the purpose of our study, a CONSORT

diagram, patient and specimen characteristics, assay

methods, study design, statistical analysis methods, com-

putation of hazard ratios, the plotting of Kaplan–Meier (K–

M) survival curves, and multivariate discriminant analysis.

We show that high tumor RNA disruption during

chemotherapy is associated with markedly increased DFS

post-treatment, irrespective of tumor subtype or achieve-

ment of pCR.

Methods

Preparation of tumor RNA from patients

In the NCIC-CTG-MA.22 clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov

identifier NCT00066443; for Consort Diagram, see Fig. 1),

various doses of epirubicin and docetaxel were adminis-

tered to 93 patients with LABC in a standard (q3 weekly)

or dose dense (q2 weekly) regimen, with pegfilgrastim

support. Doses for the q3 weekly regimen were 75 mg/m2

docetaxel and 75, 90, 105, or 120 mg/m2 epirubicin, while

doses for both drugs in the q2 weekly regimen were 50,

60, and 70 mg/m2. At each time point, tumor volume was

assessed clinically using caliper measurements. Under

ultrasound guidance, six tumor core biopsies (14 gauge

needle) were obtained from consenting patients at base-

line, after 3 (q3 weekly) or 4 (q2 weekly) cycles of

chemotherapy (mid-treatment), and after 6 (q3 weekly) or

8 (q2 weekly) cycles of chemotherapy. At each time point,

three biopsies were fixed in formalin for immunohisto-

chemical receptor expression studies, while the remaining

three were quickly stored in liquid nitrogen for RNA

integrity studies. Four patients in the q3 weekly schedule

and one patient in the q2 weekly schedule did not yield

mid-treatment biopsies, while pathology data were

unavailable for 3 patients (Fig. 1). Thus, 85 patients had

complete RNA integrity, receptor expression, and clinical

response data. For RNA isolation, frozen biopsies were

placed into 0.5 ml of RLT buffer (Qiagen), homogenized

for 5 min using a Coreless pellet pestle gun, and the

homogenates sheared through a 20 gauge needle. Total

RNA was isolated from each homogenate using Qiagen

RNeasy Mini kits.

Assessment of RNA quantity, quality, and RNA

disruption

RNA quality was assessed by applying 1 ll of each RNA

preparation onto CaliperTM RNA Nanochips and resolving

the component RNAs by capillary electrophoresis using an

Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer, as per the manufacturer’s pro-

tocol. Using RNA standards of known mass and molecular

weight (also run on the chip), the quantity of RNA in each

preparation was determined. To quantify RNA disruption, a

proprietary algorithm was applied, which expressed the

disrupted RNA to normal RNA ratio as an RNA disruption

index (RDI). To better evaluate mid-treatment RNA dis-

ruption and its relationship to pCR incidence, we stratified

RDI values into three zones based on pCR response. As

shown in Fig. 2, Zone 1 begins at 0 RDI and extends to the

maximum level of RNA disruption in tumor biopsies that is

inadequate to obtain a pCR (RDI B10; NPV[0.99). These

patients are deemed pCR non-responders. Zone 2 contains

an intermediate zone of RNA disruption (maximum RDI

[10 and B35), which permitted the inclusion of one pCR

responder in this zone. Zone 3 is a high level of RNA

disruption (maximum RDI [35), containing the vast

majority of pCR responders (7 of 8 pCRs in the MA.22

clinical trial). Subsequently, the same response zones with

the same RDI cut points based on pCR incidence were used

to assess the relationship between the extent of tumor RNA

disruption and DFS.

RNA disruption specificity and distinction

from RNA autolytic degradation

When test core biopsies of untreated breast tumor xeno-

grafts from mice were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen or

immersed in RNAlaterTM, their RNA banding pattern

remained normal and their RDI low over time. In contrast,

biopsies from identical tumors placed in gauze immersed in

phosphate buffered saline and stored at room temperature

for 48 h showed a large low molecular weight peak of

autolytically degraded RNA in the ‘‘fast region’’ of the

electropherogram (data not shown), which was distinct

from ‘‘inter-region’’ bands of RNA for chemotherapy-

treated tumors seen in Fig. 3. These abnormal RNA

banding patterns often resulted in a RIN value of ‘‘n/a’’ by

the Bioanalyzer. These observations indicated that differ-

ences in RDI values in patient tumors were chemotherapy-

specific and unrelated to preanalytical factors. The RNA

quantity and quality metrics using the Bioanalyzer were

highly reproducible, with an intra-chip and inter-chip

variation in the RNA concentration value for repeated same

sample assessment of 3.1 and 3.7 %, respectively. The

intra-chip and inter-chip variations in RDI value for
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repeated same sample assessment were 2.7 and 3.1 %,

respectively.

Assessment of cell surface receptors

The expression of estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone

receptor (PR), and the Her2/Neu receptor (Her2)] prior to

therapy in 82 MA.22 patient biopsies was assessed by

immunohistochemistry as described previously [24].

Assessment of mid-treatment tumor cytology

A separate collection of mid-treatment biopsies was fixed

in formalin, paraffin-embedded, sectioned, and stained with

haematoxylin/eosin to determine the mean per cent tumor

cellularity within each biopsy as assessed by the trial

pathologist.

Results

Chemotherapy effects on the tumor RNA disruption

index (RDI)

The RDI magnitude was directly proportional to the degree

of departure from the normal banding pattern for tumor

RNA (Fig. 3). As RDI increased, the intensities of the 28S

and 18S rRNA bands decreased, while the intensities of

abnormal RNA bands increased. Maximum RDI values and

RNA concentration for all patients, pCR responders, and

pCR non-responders prior to treatment and after 3 or 4

cycles of chemotherapy are depicted in Table 1. The mean

maximum tumor RNA disruption index (RDI) for all

patients increased 3.4-fold at mid-treatment from

26.0 ± 5.8 to 88.1 ± 19 (p = 3.7 9 10-8, WSR). More-

over, while pre-treatment maximum RDIs were not

Fig. 1 Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) flow diagram for the MA.22 clinical trial, administered by the NCIC Clinical

Trials Group (Kingston, ON, Canada)
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significantly different between pCR responders and pCR

non-responders (lack of pCR), mean mid-treatment maxi-

mum RDI values were 2.2-fold higher in pCR responders

(176 ± 60) than pCR non-responders (79.0 ± 20)

[p = 0.005, Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test (MWW)].

Chemotherapy increased maximum tumor RDI values in

pCR responders 5.8-fold from 30.4 ± 23 at baseline to

176 ± 60 post-treatment. The effects of treatment on

maximum tumor RDI values were highly significant in

both pCR responders and pCR non-responders (p values for

WSR of 0.012 and 3.1 9 10-5, respectively). A twofold

reduction in the mean tumor RNA concentration from

197 ± 24 to 94 ± 13 ng/ll [p = 3.4 9 10-6 Wilcoxon

Signed-Rank test (WSR)] was observed between baseline

and the 3rd of 4th cycle of chemotherapy.

Mid-treatment RNA disruption and clinical

response to chemotherapy

Eighty per cent of pCR non-responder tumors had mid-

treatment maximum RDI values in zones 2 or 3 (Table 2),

suggesting that they responded partially or fully to treat-

ment but did not achieve a pCR. In contrast, 20 % of

patients had mid-treatment maximum tumor RDI values in

zone 1 (Table 2). As shown in plots of tumor maximum

RDI versus RNA concentration, all pCR responders mid-

treatment clustered to the top (high RDI) and left (low

RNA content) of these plots (Fig. 2). Only 5 % of patients

exhibited no response to treatment by clinical assessment,

while 75 and 20 % of patients exhibited partial and com-

plete clinical responses, respectively (Table 2). In contrast,

RDA indicated that 20 % of tumors exhibited very little

RNA disruption mid-treatment (RDA zone 1)—greater

than four times the number of non-responders determined

by clinical response. While only nine per cent of patients

achieved a pCR, RDA identified 35 % of patients as partial

responders (zone 2) and 45 % of patients as strong

responders (zone 3). For pCR responders, 7 had tumors in

zone 3 and 1 in zone 2. Seventy-five per cent of pCR

responders had a complete clinical response, while 25 %

had a partial clinical response. Compared to pCR non-re-

sponders, pCR responders were clustered in regions of high

RNA disruption and low RNA content (regardless of tumor

subtype; see Fig. 2). No patients with hormone receptor

positive (HR?) tumors [ER?, PR? or PR-, Her2-] had a

pCR.

Tumor RNA disruption and disease-free survival

(DFS)

Disease-free survival (DFS) without disease progression at

up to 108 months follow-up was significantly greater (by

23 months) for zone 3 patients mid-treatment compared to

zone 1 patients (p = 0.009, MWW; Table 3). Even greater

DFS (an additional 27.2 months) could be seen for patients

with HR? tumors in zone 3 compared to similar tumors in

zone 1 (p = 0.007, MWW; Table 3). None of the above

significant differences were observed when pre-treatment

tumor RDI values were assessed.

Fig. 2 RNA disruption indices and RNA concentration values for

tumors from MA.22 patients after 3–4 cycles of epirubicin/docetaxel

chemotherapy. Hormone receptor positive (HR?) tumors express ER,

with or without PR and without Her2 expression. Her2? tumors

express Her2, with or without ER or PR. Triple-negative breast

cancers (TNBCs) lack expression of ER, PR, and Her2. Compared to

non-responders, pCR responders were clustered in regions of high

RNA disruption and lower RNA content regardless of tumor subtype.

No patients with HR? tumors had a pCR

Fig. 3 The RNA disruption index (RDI) quantifies the tumor RNA

banding pattern induced by chemotherapy agents. As shown in the

above electropherograms of MA.22 patients, RDI increases as the

intensities of the 28S and 18S rRNA bands decrease and the

intensities of abnormal bands increase. The lack of relationship

between RDI and Agilent Technologies’ RNA Integrity Number

(RIN) for samples exhibiting high RNA degradation is depicted.

Unlike RDI, RIN was developed to quantify RNA autolytic

degradation
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Survival benefit detected by high RNA disruption is

equivalent to that achieved by pCR

Table 3 also shows that the mean DFS for MA.22 patients

with mid-treatment tumors in Zone 3 was 56.9 ±

5.6 months—very similar to that experienced by pCR

responders (59.4 ± 12 months). Patients with mid-treatment

tumors in zone 1 had considerably lower DFS

(33.9 ± 6.4 months). The 38 patients (45 %) with tumors in

RDA zone 3 enjoyed a DFS benefit equivalent to the 8 pCR

recipients (9 % of patients). Kaplan–Meier (K–M) plots

(Fig. 4) revealed that DFS was clearly greater for patients

with tumors in zone 3 (RDI[35) mid-treatment than for

patients with tumors in zones 1 or 2 (RDI B35), although

this difference was of borderline statistical significance

[p = 0.10, Mantel Cox test (MC)]. In addition, in explora-

tory K–M analyses, both the separation between the disease-

free survival curves and the significance of this separation

clearly changed as RDI cut points were increased from 20

(p = 0.92, hazard ratio 1.0; data not shown), to 35

(p = 0.10, hazard ratio 1.8; Fig. 4), to 50 (p = 0.05, hazard

ratio 2.0; Fig. 5), and then to 100 (p = 0.04, hazard ratio

Table 1 Mean maximum tumor RDI values and mean tumor RNA concentration values for MA.22 patients prior to and during chemotherapy

(±SE)

Pre-treatment Mid-treatment

Non-pCR pCR All patients Non-pCR pCR All patients

No. of patients assessed 76 8 84 77 8 85

Mean RNA conc. (ng/ll) 193 ± 26.1 226 ± 59.3 197 ± 24.2 94.9 ± 14.1 83.0 ± 19.4 94.0 ± 12.8

Mean max RDI 25.6 ± 6.0 30.4 ± 23.3 26.0 ± 5.8 79.0 ± 20.0 176 ± 59.9 88.1 ± 19.1

The values for patients achieving, or not achieving, a pCR after treatment are provided. Upon treatment, tumor RNA content was significantly

reduced and tumor RNA disruption significantly increased (p values of 3.4 9 10-6 and 3.7 9 10-8 by Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test, respectively),

in particular for pCR responders

Table 2 MA.22 patients exhibiting various levels of clinical response and various degrees (zones) of RNA disruption during chemotherapy

Number of MA.22 patients

Clinical response

by calipers

pCRs by extent of

clinical response

pCRs by RDA zone

mid-treatment

Maximum tumor RDI

mid-treatment

Complete: 17 Complete: 6 Zone 3: 7 Zone 3: 38

Partial: 64 Partial: 2 Zone 2: 1 Zone 2: 30

No response (SD/PD): 4 No response: 0 Zone 1: 0 Zone 1: 17

Mid-treatment RDA assessment identified over fourfold more non-responders (RDA zone 1, no pCR) than clinical response measured using

calipers

Table 3 Disease-free survival (DFS) differences between MA.22 patients depend upon the degree of tumor RNA disruption mid-treatment

Category of MA.22 patients DFS in months (mean ± SE), n (number of patients) Significance of difference in DFS

between zone 3 and zone 1
RDA zone 1 RDA zone 2 RDA zone 3 pCR responders

ALL 33.9 ± 6.4, 18 41.0 ± 5.5, 29 56.9 ± 5.6, 38 59.4 ± 12, 8 p = 0.0091

ALL (livinga) 43.7 ± 8.6, 11 49.6 ± 6.5, 21 68.2 ± 5.5, 29 68.1 ± 14, 6 p = 0.011

ALL (deceased) 18.4 ± 6.6, 7 17.5 ± 4.2, 8 20.5 ± 7.7, 9 33.1 ± 17, 2 N.S.

HR 31.9 ± 5.8, 10 38.5 ± 8.5, 11 61.0 ± 7.0, 21 n/a, 0 p = 0.0066

HR? (livinga) 31.4 ± 7.6, 7 44.3 ± 9.2, 9 73.3 ± 5.6, 17 n/a, 0 p = 0.00074

HR? (deceased) 33.1 ± 10, 3 12.3 ± 8.2, 2 21.5 ± 12, 5 n/a, 0 N.S.

Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon tests revealed that DFS was significantly higher in patients with high RNA disruption (zone 3) compared to patients

with low RNA disruption (zone 1). These differences were greater in patients that were alive at the time of assessment (with or without disease).

This applied also for patients with hormone receptor positive (HR?) tumors that did not exhibit a pCR post-treatment. While the vast majority of

patients did not achieve a pCR, patients in zone 3 had a DFS equivalent to patients with a pCR. Differences that were not significant are listed as

N.S.
a Includes disease-free patients and patients alive with relapse
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2.2). This suggests a lack of randomness in the data and a

clear relationship between the extent of RNA disruption

mid-treatment and patient disease-free survival.

Enhanced DFS is associated with high RNA

disruption across tumor subtypes

Interestingly, as shown in Table 4, the mean DFS for

patients with HR? tumors in zone 3 was

61.0 ± 7.0 months—very similar to both pCR responders

and non-pCR responders in zone 3 across all subtypes

(59.4 ± 12 months and 56.3 ± 6.2, respectively). Yet, no

patient with a HR? tumor achieved a pCR. While the data

set is small, the mean DFS for patients in zone 3 for a

particular tumor subtype appeared very similar to the mean

DFS for pCR responders of that subtype. This included

patients with TNBC, which had a lower DFS interval than

the HR? and Her2? subtypes.

Discussion

In this study, patients with tumors in Zone 1 did not exhibit

a pCR and had inferior DFS irrespective of subtype. RDA

identified substantially more chemotherapy non-responders

(20 %) compared to clinical assessment (5 %). Given that

pCR has been shown to be an independent predictive factor

of increased survival after neoadjuvant chemotherapy,

irrespective of breast cancer subtype [27], the Food and

Drug Administration USA has conditionally approved the

use of pCR as a drug response biomarker for accelerated

drug approval. MA.22 patients without a pCR who

exhibited a zone 3 level of tumor RNA disruption had a

DFS benefit from chemotherapy equivalent to pCR recip-

ients, including those with HR? tumors (Table 4). This

suggests that pCR is inferior to RDA as a chemoresponse

biomarker. In K–M plots, patients with tumor RDI values

above 35 (Fig. 4) or above 50 and 100 (Fig. 5) exhibited

substantially greater survival than patients with tumors

below these values. While 7 of 8 pCR recipients in Fig. 4

resided on the curve representing higher tumor RNA dis-

ruption (RDI [35) and higher survival, so did a large

number of patients that did not achieve a pCR. It is

important to recognize that RDA zones identified patients

with superior DFS even though the cut points were

designed based only on pCR response. Taken together,

these findings are consistent with a recent proposal [28]

that pCR may only be a suitable surrogate parameter of

treatment efficacy in a subset of patients with highly pro-

liferating ER- or Her2? breast tumors. Further support for

the limited utility of pCR as an indicator of chemotherapy

response stems from a recent meta-analysis of 28 clinical

trials involving 13,738 patients, which revealed that only

16 % of the variability among the effects of neoadjuvant

chemotherapy DFS could be attributed to the pCR rate

[29]. Another recent meta-analysis of 11,955 patients in 12

clinical trials showed that pCR was prognostic only in

Fig. 4 Kaplan–Meier plots depicting differences in disease-free

survival over time between MA.22 patients with mid-treatment tumor

RDI values in zone 3 (RDI [35) and MA.22 patients with mid-

treatment tumor RDI values in zones 1 and 2 (RDI B35). The

significance of the differences in the Kaplan–Meier plots [as

determined using a Mantel Cox (MC) test] and the hazard ratio

associated with RDI values B35 are listed below the plots. Patients on

the plots that exhibited a pCR post-treatment are indicated using black

arrows

Fig. 5 Exploratory Kaplan–Meier plots depicting differences in

disease-free survival curves between MA.22 patients with tumor

RDI values[50 and patients with tumor RDI values B50. A similar

analysis was conducted where differences in disease-free survival

curves were assessed for MA.22 patient tumor RDI values above or

below 100. The significance of the differences in the Kaplan-Meier

plots [as determined using a Mantel Cox (MC) test] and the hazard

ratio associated with the lower RDI values are listed below the plots.

Patients on the plots that exhibited a pCR post-treatment are indicated

using black arrows
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patients with aggressive tumor subtypes (Her2?/ER- and

TNBC) [30]. Concerns have been raised as to the utility of

pCR as a chemoresponse biomarker for all breast tumor

subtypes [31]. A recent review [32] argues that because

pCR is seldom seen with endocrine therapy or

chemotherapy in HR? tumors, alternate intermediate

endpoints need to be established and validated in patients

with this tumor subtype. This study supports RDA as an

alternate intermediate endpoint both for response and non-

response to chemotherapy.

Multivariate discriminant analysis using a proportional

hazard model based on a Wald test for significance (WT)

revealed that neither drug dose, drug schedule, tumor

subtype, tumor RNA concentration tumor cellularity, nor

the magnitude of tumor RDI alone (as single variables) was

significantly associated with DFS in the MA.22 clinical

trial. Using a regression process, in which factors with least

significance to predict DFS were singly deleted from the

model until the combination of remaining factors was

significant, it was found that a combination of total

epirubicin dose, total docetaxel dose, and dose schedule did

significantly affect DFS (Supplemental Table 1). However,

as a single factor, patients with tumor RDI values[50 had

significantly greater DFS than patients with RDI values

B50 (p = 0.04, WT), consistent with the above exploratory

K–M plots (Fig. 5). This indicates that, as a single factor,

patients with tumor RDI values [50 have a significantly

greater disease-free survival compared to those with tumor

RDI values B50. pCR was not a significant predictor of

DFS, but this is likely due to the small number of pCR

responders in our study (8 in total). Note that at an RDI cut

point of 50, all but one pCR responder resided on the

higher survival K–M curve in Fig. 5, while at a cut point of

100, 3 pCR recipients resided on the lower survival curve

(Fig. 4). Given that at an RDI cut point of 50, RDI as a

single factor could predict DFS, while pCR could not, and

given that at an RDI cut point of 100, 3 pCR recipients

resided on the lower survival curve, these observations

support our claim that RDI may be superior to pCR as a

predictor of DFS.

Biopsies with low RDI values had a wide range of tumor

cellularity values, as did biopsies with high RDI values.

Thus, low or high RNA disruption is not surrogate for high

or low tumor cellularity, respectively. This may help

explain why low mid-treatment tumor cellularity values

were not associated with a post-treatment pCR in an early

substudy of the MA.22 clinical trial [24].

High RNA disruption was also observed in post-treat-

ment tissues at the site of the original tumor for MA.22

patients who had a pCR post-treatment (data not shown).

This indicates that RNA disruption may occur in stromal

and other tissues associated with the tumor or that the

highly disrupted RNA from dying tumor cells may remain

within the lesion post-treatment. Moreover, these obser-

vations suggest that it is unnecessary to separate tumor

tissue from surrounding stromal/inflammatory cells or

normal breast tissue to utilize RNA disruption as a

chemoresponse biomarker. The choice of chemotherapy

agents and their order of administration may also have an

impact on the magnitude of RNA disruption observed, such

that regimen-specific RDI cut points may need to be

established to predict response and survival after neoad-

juvant chemotherapy.

We have recently observed (Narendrula et al., submitted

for publication) that a variety of structurally distinct

chemotherapy agents can induce tumor cell RNA disrup-

tion and death in a dose- and time-dependent manner using

various cell lines in the laboratory, including breast tumor

cells. This suggests that RNA disruption is commonly

associated with chemotherapy-induced tumor cell death.

However, the true value of RDA will be ascertained only

through assessment of the relationship between tumor RNA

disruption levels and both post-treatment pCR incidence

and DFS in multiple independent cohorts of breast cancer

patients (treated with a variety of chemotherapy regimens).

Such studies are in progress. RDA would be of even greater

clinical value when RNA disruption and its ability to

reliably predict chemosensitivity and survival can be

demonstrated early after chemotherapy administration

(cycles 1 or 2). These studies are also underway. This

would permit non-responding patients to be considered as

early as possible for alternate treatments, such as surgery,

radiation therapy, or other chemotherapy regimens, sparing

these patients the toxicities of ineffective chemotherapy

Table 4 Disease-free survival (DFS) in MA.22 patients with tumors of various subtypes in RDA zone 3

Subtype ALL HR? Her2 TNBC

Mean DFS in months, RDA zone 3 (n, number of patients) 56.9 ± 5.6 (38) 61.0 ± 7.0 (21) 65.6 ± 13.6 (8) 39.7 ± 11.3 (9)

Mean DFS in months for pCR responders All RDA zones

(n, number of patients)

59.4 ± 12.1 (8) n/a (0) 69.3 ± 16.3 (5) 42.8 ± 16.5 (3)

Mean DFS in months for non-pCR responders RDA zone 3

(n, number of patients)

56.3 ± 6.2 (31) 61.0 ± 7.0 (21) 59.4 ± 28.5 (3) 41.1 ± 13.8 (7)

DFS for patients with HR? tumors was similar to that of patients achieving a pCR, despite lack of pCRs in this group. DFS for patients with

Her2? and triple-negative tumor subtypes was also similar to DFS for pCR responders in corresponding subtypes
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regimens [33–36], while possibly improving patient

survival.

Conclusions

Based on the above observations, this study suggests that

chemotherapy administration induces the creation of

specific RNA degradation products that are distinct from

those exhibited during autolytic degradation of RNA. We

refer to this as ‘‘RNA disruption’’ and devised the RNA

disruption index to quantify this phenomenon. High tumor

RNA disruption is associated with both the achievement of

pCR in patients and significantly improved disease-free

survival. This novel biomarker could be used to assess

tumor response to chemotherapy, such that non-responding

patients could be spared the toxic side effects of the inef-

fective regimen and be moved promptly to downstream

treatments such as surgery, radiation therapy, or other

chemotherapy drugs.
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